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1. Introduction. Let QQXX Y and P be the projection of Q onto X. A

uniformization of Q is a function / on P to Y such that fCQ, i.e., for every

xGT3, (x,/(x))G(?. Clearly with the aid of the axiom of choice, such a func-

tion can always be found. The problem, in general, is to find an/ that satis-

fies, in addition, certain conditions. Many authors have considered different

aspects of this problem and we mention a few in the bibliography (see also

[5, p. 55 and on]).

In case X and F are Euclidean spaces one important result, due to Luzin

[3] and Sierpinski [6] is the following: if Q is Borel, then/ can be taken to be

the complement of an analytic set in XXY. Kondo [2] has extended this

result to the case where Q is the complement of an analytic set, thereby de-

riving important properties of projective sets of class 2.

In this paper, we take X and Y to be topological spaces satisfying certain

conditions. If Q is compact, then we obtain a uniformization / that is a Borel

function (Theorem 4.2). If Q is analytic, then/ is a measurable function for a

large class of measures on X (Theorem 4.5).

2. Notation and basic definitions.

2.1. A non-negative integer n contains all smaller non-negative integers,

i.e., w£» iff m <n and m is a non-negative integer. Thus, 0 denotes both the

empty set and the smallest non-negative integer.

2.2. co denotes the set of all non-negative integers.

2.3. /is a function on A to B iff/C-<4 X73 and, for every xG-4, there exists

a unique y (=/(*)) such that (x, y)G/.

2.4. A is Borel H iff A belongs to the smallest family containing H and

closed under countable unions and differences of two sets.

2.5. K(X) denotes the family of all compact sets in X.

2.6. A is analytic in X iff, for some Hausdorff space X', A is the continu-

ous image of a K„((X').

2.7. 3l(X) denotes the family of all analytic sets in X.

2.8. If ACZXX Y, then wA is the projection of A onto X.

2.9. Y satisfies condition (I) iff Y is Hausdorff, regular, has a base whose

power is at most that of the first noncountable cardinal, and every family

of open sets in Y has a countable subfamily with the same cover.

3. Preliminary lemmas.

3.1. If, for every «G«, An is compact, An+iCAn, n„e<J ̂ 4„C73, f is a con-

tinuous function on B to a Hausdorff space, then
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/( n ^ = n f(B r\ a%).

Proof. Suppose yEf\neaf(Br\An). Then, for every w£w,/_l{y}f\BrwlB

9^0. Since /is continuous on B, we have/-1 {y} =BC\C for some closed set C.

Thus, for every m£oj, Cr\An9^0 and hence

tl{y}r\ ni,= n(cni„)^o

i.e., yG/(nnea 4B).

The converse is obvious.

3.2. Suppose, for every iEI, AiEXX Y and, for every xEX, the family

U«sr {ir_1{x}r^ylj} forms a nest of compact sets in the product topology. Then

D TcAi= ir D Ai.
iel iel

Proof. Let xE^ieiirAi. Then, for every iEI, ir_1{x}f\4,^0 and since

the intersection of a nest of nonvoid compact sets is nonvoid, we have

n (*■-»{ *} r^Ai) ?*o,
iel

i.e.,

xEir 0 Ai.
iel

The converse is obvious.

4. Uniformization of sets.

4.1. Theorem. Suppose X is any space; H is any family of subsets of X;

Y satisfies condition (I); QEXXY; for every xEX, ir~1{x}r}Q is compact;

for every closed set B in Y,ir((XXB)r\Q)EH. Then there exists a function f on

itQ such that fEQ and, for any open set V in Y, f~l(V) is Borel H.

Proof. Let fl be the first noncountable ordinal and U,en { £/,•} be a base

for Y. Let, for aEXX Y and PEXX Y,

P(a, p) = (a r\ P) U [((X - n(a C\ p)) X Y) C\ p].

Next, by recursion for every iE&, we define Ai as follows:

Ao=Q,

Ai+i = P(X X Vi, Ai),

Ai = H Aj       if i is a limit ordinal,
i<i

where Z7< denotes the closure of Ui. Finally, we set
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/= n At
tea

and check the following points.

(i) P(a, B)C8 and irP(a, 8) =irft
(ii)  UiE:Q, jE.tt,j<i, then AiCAj.
(iii)  If i(E& and x(EX, then tt-1 {x} C\A,• is compact.

(iv)  If 73' is closed in Y, B = XXB' and 7CG, then

t(bc\ n a\ = n ir(Br\ aj
\ iel        / i€l

Proof. Apply 3.2.

(v)  If iGfi and i</'GQ then

t((x x Vd n Ai) = tt((z x T7,-) n 4y) = *((x x F.) n/)

Proof. For the first equality, we use induction on j. Let

B = tt((X X Vi) n Ai)

then

(B X Y) C\ Ai+1 C 73 X Ui.

Hence, in view of (ii), if i</Gfi, we have

(73 X Y)C\ Ai C (73 X Vt) C\ A}

and

(73 x Vj) r\ Aid (73 x Vi n u,) r\ a,.

Now, if the first equality holds for a given such j, then

tt((X X F.) H ^y+1)

- tt((x x (Ft- n F,)) n i4y) u (»((x x F.) r» ̂ ) - x((x x Fy) r\ a,))

= tt((b x (Vi r\ Fy)) r\ a,) u (t((s x Vt) r\ a,)

- tt((73 x (Vi r\ u^) r\ Aj))

= w((B X Ui) r\ Aj)

= 73

so that the equality holds for j+l. Ii j is a limit ordinal and the equality

holds for all f such that i <j' <j, then by (iv) it also holds for j. The second

equality follows from the first and (iv).

(vi) irf=irQ.
Proof. Apply (i), (iv) and induction or take Uo= Y and apply (v).

(vii) / is a function.
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Proof. Suppose (x, y)Ef and (x, y')Ef and y^y'. Let yEUi, y'EUj,
UiCs Uj = 0, i <j. Then by (v) we have

x E t((X X Vi) C\ Ai)    and    x E ir((X X V,) C\ A,),

but

Aj C Ai+1 = P(X X Vi, A,) C ((X X Vi) n, Ai) U ((X - {x}) X Y).

Hence

(XX Vi)C\AJE(X- {x\) X Y,

i.e.

x E t((x x V,) r\ a,)

in contradiction to the above.

(viii) If iGfi and B' is closed in Y and B=XXB' then 7r(5n^,) is

Borel H.

Proof. We use induction on i. It is clearly true for i = 0. Suppose it is true

for/ and i=j-\-l. Then:

ir(Br\Ai)

= t(b r\ p(x x Vj, Aj))

= t(b n (x x Vj) n a,)

\j *(b r\ ((x - t((x x Vj) r\ Aj)) xY)n as)

= it(b r\ (x x Vj) r\ Aj) w (it(b r\ a,) - *((x x V,) r\ a,))

so that Tr(BnAi) is Borel H.
If i is a limit ordinal and the result is true for all j<i, by (iv), we have

ir(B Pi Ai) = ir( (1 (B f\ A,)\ =  0 t(BC\ Aj)
\ /<•' / j<i

and the last set is Borel H since the set of all j<i is countable,

(ix)  If V is open in Y, then/"1 (10 is Borel iT.

Proof. Let

/= {iE £l:ViE V\.

Then there exists a countable I'EI such that

U   Ut - U C/,- = F.
iel' ier

Hence

U  ff< = F.
»er'

Then
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/-i(F) = v((x x v) n/) = u tt((x x Vd n/)
•67'

= (*y(v)) = U tt((x x Vi) r\ Ai)
iel'

so that/-1(F) is Borel H, in view of (viii).

4.2. Corollary. Suppose X is any topological space; Y satisfies condition

(I); Q is compact in XXY. Then there exists a function f on irQ such thatfEQ

and, for every open set V in Y, f~*(V) is Borel K(X). (If in addition, Q is

metrizable then f can be chosen to be of Baire first class.)

4.3. Theorem. Suppose X and Y are Hausdorff and Q is analytic in

XXY. Then there exists Q' such that: Q'EQ; irQ'= irQ; for every xEX,
tt"1 {x} H\Q' is compact; for every closed set BinXXY, ir(Br\Q') is Borel %(X).

Proof. Since Q is analytic in XXY, there exists a Hausdorff space Z such

that Q is the continuous image of a K„s(Z). For every «£u and iEco, let

d(n, i) be compact in Z,

D =   PI    U d(n, i),
neu   iew

f be a continuous function on D, and Q=f(D). Next, let Sn be the set of all

(w + l)-tuples k=(k0, • • • , kn) with kiE<>>- For every wGw and kES„, let

A(k)=f[Dr\     D    d(i,ki)\

and then define A(k) by recursion on n as follows: if kESo, then

A(k) = A(£) r\ ((x - U ttA(j)) X A

If kESn+i, then

A(k) - A(k0, ■ ■ ■ ,kn)r\A(k)

^((x-     U    w(A(ko,---,k„)nA(ko,---,kn,j)\xY\

Finally, we set

An' =   U   A(k),
kesn

Q' = n a:,

and check the following points.

(i) If nEu, kESn, k'ESn, k^k', then
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TA(k)r\irA(k') = 0.

(ii) For every «G&> and k(E.S„,

A(k)CA(k) = U A(k0, ■ ■ ■ ,kn,j),
yea

and

Q = U AC/).
ye«

(iii) For every «G«, 7r^4n =7r^.

Proof. We use induction on n. Let x(E.tQ. Then by (ii)

xG U ttA(J).
yew

Let jo be the first integer such that xGtA(j0). Then,

x G irA (jo) C ttA o .

Next, suppose for some k(ESn, x£;TrA(k). Then by (ii)

xG U r(A(k)r\ A(k0, • • • ,*»,j)).

Let /o be the first integer such that

x <= ir(A(k) l~\ A(k0, ■ ■ ■ ,kn,j0)).

Then

x G Jr^4(^o, • •  • , kn, jo) C irAn+l-

Thus, for every «Gw, irQCirAJ. The converse is immediate.

(iv) For every xGZ there exists a unique sequence & such that for every

«G«:

TT-1}*}   r\  AI    =  TT-1}*}   n  A(ko,   •   ■   ■  ,kn)   =   TT-^X}   Pi A(/&0,   •'•,*»).

Proof. Use induction on n and (i).

(v) If 73 is closed in XXY then

7r(73n<2') = 0 Tr(Br\AJ).

Proof. Suppose

*G n 7r(73n AJ).

Let k be the sequence given by (iv). Then for every «Gw:

o^ ^{x} r\Br\ a: = tt-1}*} r\BC\A(ko, • • • ,*»).
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Since/ is continuous on D and w~1{x}(~\B is closed, there exists a closed set

Cm Z such that

/-V-1!*} C\B) = DC\C.

Recalling the definition of A(k0, • • • , kn) we conclude

DC\Cr\     fl     d(i, ki) * 0.
»e(n+l)

Since the d(i, ki) are compact, we have

nfcn   n   d(i, *,•)) ̂ o.
BSw  \ »e(n+l) /

Therefore

t-i{x} r\ Bf\f( n    n   <*(♦, *<)) ̂  o
\»e«  <e(n+l) /

and, by 3.1,

tt-^x} r\ bc\ n /(zm   n   <*(*', jm^o
lEu     \ t6(n+l) /

i.e.,

n (x-^xj r\ b r\ a(*0, • • •, *»)) ̂  o
new

Hence, by (iv)

n (t->{*} n^n 4„') ̂  o
nGw

i.e.,

xg x n (b c\ Ai) = t(b n eo.
new

Thus,

n x(5n ^„') cx(BnQ').

The converse is immediate.

(vi) If B is either closed or analytic in XX Y then, for every «G« and

kESn, ■K(BC\A(k)) is Borel 2l(X).
Proof. We use induction on n. We first observe that the intersection of two

analytic sets, the intersection of an analytic set with a closed set, and the

continuous image of an analytic set are all analytic. Thus, for every «Ga and

kESn, ir(Br\A(k)) is analytic in X. Now, if kESo, since

ifBD A(k)) = Tr(B(~\A(k)) - U xA(i)
ye*
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we see that Tr(BC\A(k)) is the difference of two analytic sets in X. Next, sup-

pose the result holds for a given «Gw and let k(E.Sn+i. Then

tt(73 H A(*0, • • • , k«,j) n A(ko, • • • , *,))

is Borel $L(X) for every/Gw, and since

ir(Bn A(k)) = t(b r\ A(k) n A(k0, • ■ ■, *„))

-  n tt(^(^0, • • •, k„) n A(k0, • • •, kn,j)),

we see that Tr(BC\A(k)) is the difference of two Borel 2l(X) sets.

(vii) For every closed set 73 in XX Y, tr(Br\Q') is Borel 2l(X).

Proof. By (v) we have:

7r(73nQ') = n ir(Br\AJ) = n  u ir(BnA(k)).
«€w new k€Sn

Since Sn is countable, the result follows from (vi).

(viii) For every x(ElX, w~1{x}r\Q' is compact.

Proof. Let k be the sequence given by (iv). Then

^{x} n of = n (r-1}*} c\ aj) = n (*■-»{*} n a(*„, • • ■, *«))

= t-^x} n n /(t> r\   n   </(», t^ = (by 3.1)

= ir-i{*} n/( n j(i, ki))

so that w~1[x}r\Q' is the intersection of a closed set with a compact set.

4.4. Corollary. Suppose X is Hausdorff, Y satisfies condition (I), and

Q is analytic in XXY. Then there exists a function f on irQ such thatfCZQ and,

for every open set V in Y, f~l(V) is Borel 21 (X).

4.5. Corollary. Suppose X is Hausdorff, Y satisfies condition (I), and Q

is analytic in XXY. Then there exists a function f on wQ such that f<ZQ and,

for every open set V in Y, f_1(V) is ii-measurable for all CarathSodory outer

measures p. on X such that closed sets are ^.-measurable.

Proof. In this case (see [7]), the analytic sets in X can be obtained by

applying Souslin's operation 6, to the family of closed sets in X. Hence they

are ju-measurable whenever closed sets are /j-measurable. (See e.g., S. Saks,

Theory of the integral, p. 50.)
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